With the rapidly-developing high-speed wireless communications, the 60 GHz millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequency range has attracted extensive interests, and radio-over-fiber (RoF) systems have been widely investigated as a promising solution to deliver mm-wave signals. Neural networks have been proposed and studied to improve the mm-wave RoF system performances at the receiver side by suppressing both linear and nonlinear impairments. However, previous studies of neural networks in mm-wave RoF systems all focus on the use of off-line processing with high-end GPUs or CPUs, which are not practical for low power-consumption, low-cost and limited computation platform applications. To solve this issue, in this paper we investigate neural network hardware accelerator implementations for mm-wave RoF systems for the first time using the field programmable gate array (FPGA), taking advantage of the low power consumption, parallel computation, and reconfigurablity features of FPGA. Both convolutional neural network (CNN) and binary convolutional neural network (BCNN) hardware accelerators are demonstrated. In addition, to satisfy the low-latency requirement in mm-wave RoF systems and to enable the use of low-cost compact FPGA devices, a novel inner parallel computation optimization method for implementing CNN and BCNN on FPGA is proposed. It is shown that compared with the popular embedded processor (ARM Cortex A9) execution latency, the proposed FPGA-based hardware accelerator reduces the processing delay in mm-wave RoF systems by about 99.45% and 92.79% for CNN and BCNN, respectively. Compared with nonoptimized FPGA implementations, results show that the proposed inner parallel computation method reduces the processing latency by about 44.93% and 45.85% for CNN and BCNN, respectively. In addition, compared with the GPU implementation, the latency of CNN implementation with the proposed optimization method is reduced by 85.49%, while the power consumption is reduced by 86.91%. Although the latency of BCNN implementation with the proposed optimization method is larger compared with the GPU implementation, the power consumption is reduced by 86.14%. The demonstrated FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators provide a promising solution for mm-wave RoF systems.
Previous FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators are mainly used for relatively large datasets, which require considerably high resource usages that lead to proportional processing latency. To solve the long processing delay limitation, several implementation optimization methods for FPGAs to accelerate the neural network computation have been studied [13] . Unrolling loops for convolution computations in CNNs (and BCNNs) [19] and pipelining their computations have been widely adopted in image recognition applications to reduce the latency [20] . However, it requires considerably large amount of hardware resources in FPGA devices to maximize parallel computations and it also leads to very high power consumption. Therefore, this method is not practical for applications requiring low power consumption, small amount of hardware resources (i.e., low cost) and low processing latency, such as in mm-wave RoF systems, especially at the base stations or remote access points.
In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, we propose and demonstrate FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators for mm-wave RoF system applications for the first time. Both CNN and BCNN FPGA hardware accelerators are investigated experimentally. To achieve the low latency, low power consumption and low cost implementation requirements, a novel inner parallel hardware optimization method is also proposed. With the proposed optimization method, the neural network hardware accelerator can be implemented using compact FPGA platforms with limited hardware resources and low power consumption. Experimental results show that the signal processing latency is reduced by about 44.93% and 45.85% for CNN and BCNN, compared with the FPGA-based neural network accelerators without the optimization method. Compared with the popular ARM Cortex A9 embedded processor, the proposed optimization method achieves latency reductions of 99.45% and 92.79% for CNN and BCNN, respectively. Results also show that the BER performance of the mm-wave RoF system with proposed FPGA-based hardware accelerators is similar with that of the system with neural networks implemented using high-end GPUs, whilst the cost and power consumption are significantly reduced. For CNN and BCNN, the realized power reductions are 86.91% and 86.14%, respectively. The latency of CNN FPGA-based hardware accelerator is also substantially reduced by 85.49% compared with the GPU case. Therefore, the demonstrated FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators provide a promising solution for practical applications in mm-wave RoF systems. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• The FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators have been proposed and studied for mm-wave RoF systems for the first time.
• The proposed CNN and BCNN FPGA hardware accelerators have been experimentally demonstrated in a 60 GHz RoF system. Compared with the results obtained using neural networks implemented by GPUs, similar BER performance has been achieved, whilst the power consumption is significantly reduced. Much lower latency is also achieved with the CNN FPGA hardware accelerator.
• A novel optimization method based on inner parallel computation has been proposed, enabling lower latency and the implementation of CNN using a compact FPGA platform to achieve lower power consumption and lower cost. The hardware friendly Leaky-ReLU function [21] has been utilized to further reduce the number of logic resources required and the power consumption. With the proposed optimization method, the neural network hardware accelerator has been realized using low-cost compact FPGAs without any BER performance degradation. 
Mm-Wave RoF System with CNN and BCNN Decision Schemes
Neural network based decision schemes can be used to suppress various impairments and to achieve improved BER performance in mm-wave RoF systems [12, 22] . Compared with the FC-NN scheme, it has been shown that the CNN and BCNN schemes can achieve slightly better BER performance with reduced computation cost [22] . Therefore, in this paper we study the FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators based on CNN and BCNN architectures. The general system architecture of the mm-wave RoF system considered is shown in Figure 1 , where the doublesideband carrier-suppression (DSB-CS) modulation scheme is utilized. The CNN or BCNN based decision scheme is implemented at the receiver side. As discussed in the previous section, the neural networks in previous studies have been implemented using high-end GPUs, which is not practical in RoF system applications due to the cost and power consumption considerations. In addition, the latency of neural networks, which is critical for wireless communications, has not been considered in previous studies.
To facilitate the description and discussion of proposed FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators, here we briefly show the working principles and architectures of the CNN and BCNN based decision schemes. More details are available in [22] . The CNN decision scheme is shown in Figure 2 (a), which consists of the input layer, 2 convolutional layers, and the output layer. Our CNN decision scheme carries out 1-D convolution operation, followed by 1-D maxpooling and Leaky-ReLU nonlinear activation function. The output layer is a fully-connected layer that computes multiplications and additions to generate the final symbol decision. The 1-D convolution computation in the CNN decision scheme can be expressed as [22] Conv n = B n +
where B is the bias parameter, X is the input data of each convolutional layer, K is the kernel set, Conv is the outcome of the convolution computation, n is the layer number, N is the number of kernel sets, R is the data size , and F is the kernel size. By conducting the convolution computation, signal characteristics carried by received symbols can be effectively learned, and the impairments and distortions can be suppressed, such as the inter-symbol interference (ISI).
The BCNN based decision scheme is shown in Figure 2 (b), which consists of the input layer, 3 convolutional layers, and the fully-connected output layer. The major difference from CNN is that the convolution computation is implemented by using the most-significant-bit (MSB), i.e., the sign bit, multiplications and additions, which can be expressed as [22] Binary-Conv n = B n +
where the notations for variables are the same as the CNN case above. For both CNN and BCNN based decision schemes, in their convolutional layers, the Leaky-ReLU is used as the nonlinear activation function, which can be expressed as:
The leaky-ReLU activation function is selected in the CNN and BCNN decision schemes since it can achieve the best accuracy and avoid the gradient vanishing problem during the training process [23] . It is also selected due to the potential of reducing the need for hardware resources, as will be discussed later in Section 2.3.
FPGA-based Neural Network Hardware Accelerator for Mm-wave RoF Systems
Although neural networks have shown great capabilities in solving the limitations in mm-wave RoF systems, they require considerably high computation cost and induce relatively long latency. In addition, high performance computing platforms equipped with GPUs are widely used to implement neural networks, which also results in high power consumptions and high costs. To solve these limitations, here we propose and study the FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators for the mm-wave RoF system. We focus on CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators here, since they have shown better capability and lower computation cost than the FC-NN in RoF systems in our previous study [22] .
The overall architecture of FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators for mm-wave RoF systems is depicted in Figure 3 . The neural network hardware accelerator mainly consists of the micro-controller, direct memory access (DMA), off-chip memory, on-chip memory controller, on-chip memory, CNN/BCNN decision scheme IP for RoF systems, and AXI bus system. The on-chip memory, which is typically the distributed block RAM (BRAM), is used to store the weight and bias parameters of the neural network decision scheme, and the off-chip memory is used to store the received signal (i.e., dataset) of the mm-wave RoF system. The received signal stored in the external memory is transferred to the implemented CNN-and BCNN-based decision schemes via the AXI bus system controlled by the DMA, which is an IP for controlling data flows from the external memory to the on-chip memory. Then the received signal of the mm-wave RoF system is processed with the weight and bias parameters stored in the on-chip memory during the inference period. The sequence and flow of data and neural network parameters are controlled by the soft-IP micro-controller, which can be programmed with C or other FPGA Software Development Kit (SDK) tools. We use the Timer and the universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) blocks to measure the latency and to show the decision results from the CNN or BCNN decision scheme, respectively.
As discussed in the previous section, low latency, low hardware resource requirements and low power consumption are highly desired in the FPGA-based neural network accelerators for mm-wave RoF systems. To realize these requirements, the CNN and BCNN based decision schemes are implemented in 3 different hardware accelerator architectures, and they are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 (a) depicts the CNN1 and CNN2, which are implemented with the non-optimized method and the fully unrolled and pipelining optimization method (widely used in image recognition applications) [19, 20] , respectively. In both CNN1 and CNN2 architectures, the convolutional layers are implemented sequentially. Thus, the multiplications and additions are followed by the maxpooling and Leaky-ReLU function operations in each convolutional layer, before the operations in the next convolutional layer can be executed. After all convolutional layers, the multiplication and addition operations in the fully-connected output layer are then executed to generate the final symbol decisions. The notations N and M in Figure 4 (a) represent the number of parallel computation units in the convolutional layers. For CNN1, both N and M equal to 1 and for CNN2, they are larger than 1 and are determined by the synthesis strategy and the available resources. Comparing the CNN1 and CNN2 architectures, it can be seen that the CNN2 uses parallel computations, and hence, it is capable of reducing the processing delay caused by the neural network, which is important for mm-wave RoF applications. However, as will be discussed later, the FPGA implementation of CNN2 requires a significantly larger amount of hardware resources and leads to higher power consumptions, which set practical application limitations. Figure 4 (c) illustrates the BCNN1 and BCNN2 architectures, which are similarly implemented with the non-optimized method and the fully-unrolled and pipelining optimization method [19, 20] , respectively. Similar with the CNN case, BCNN1 and BCNN2 also execute convolutional layers sequentially, and the major difference is that the convolutional layers are binarized. The notations of J / K / L also represent the number of parallel computation units, which are set to 1 in BCNN1 and decided by the synthesis strategy and the available resources of FPGA platforms in BCNN2. Similar with the CNN hardware accelerator case, the BCNN2 architecture uses parallel computation to reduce the processing latency, at the cost of higher power consumptions and larger amount of hardware resources.
Due to the different data types used during computations, the dominant computation units required in the CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators are different. In FPGA-based CNN hardware accelerators, 32-bit floating point numbers in the IEEE-754 standard [24] are used for computations, and hence, as shown in Figure 4 (a), the DSP IP blocks are used for their hardware implementations. More specifically, the multiplications (fMUL) and additions (fADD) in the convolution computations described by Eq.1 are implemented with DSP IP blocks. The DSP IP blocks are also needed in the following 1-D maxpooling and Leaky-ReLU operations in the convolutional layers, since they require comparison (fCMP) and multiplication (fMUL) computations, which also use 32-bit floating point numbers. The fully-connected output layer requires DSP IP blocks as well, since the output layer also requires multiplications and additions using 32-bit floating point numbers. Therefore, a large number of DSP IP blocks are required in the FPGA-based CNN hardware accelerators.
On the other hand, in the BCNN hardware accelerators, binary convolutional layers are mainly used, except the first layer (the first layer processes the received data). The binary numbers in FPGAs are normally handled with logic gates instead of DSP IP blocks. Therefore, in the BCNN hardware accelerators shown in Figure 4 (c), the first convolutional layer is implemented with DSP IP blocks, since 32-bit floating point numbers (i.e., the input data) are processed in this layer to achieve high accuracy. The following convolutional layers, which execute the binary convolution computation using the most significant bit (MSB) as described in Eq.2, are realised with XNOR logic gates. In the output layer, since it also processes binary numbers, the logic gates are utilized. Therefore, the logic gates in FPGAs are mainly used in the BCNN hardware accelerator implementations.
In addition, as shown by Eq.1 and Eq.2, the convolution and binary convolution operations require a large amount of multiplications, additions and subtractions (for BCNN only). Therefore, when the fully unrolled and pipelining optimization method is adopted to reduce the processing latency, considerably high amounts of hardware resources are required. Specifically, a very large number of DSP IP blocks are needed for the CNN2 architecture, and a very large amount of logic gates are required for the BCNN2 architecture. The hardware requirements and usages also result in high power consumptions in the CNN2 and BCNN2 FPGA implementations.
Inner Parallel Computation Optimization for FPGA-based CNN and BCNN Hardware Accelerators in mm-wave RoF Systems
As discussed in the previous section, the un-optimized FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators do not support parallel computation, which results in relatively long latency, whilst the ones with the fully unrolled and pipelining optimization method require a large amount of hardware resources and have high power consumptions.
To solve these limitations and to meet the requirements of mm-wave RoF systems, which demand low latency, low computation hardware requirement and low power consumption, here we propose the inner parallel computation optimization method and the use of hardware friendly Leaky-ReLU nonlinear activation function [21] for the FPGAbased CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators. We refer them as CNN3 and BCNN3, respectively, and their architectures are illustrated in Figure 4 (b) and Figure 4(d) , respectively. The proposed optimization method is described in detail in Algorithm 1. In the proposed optimization method, the convolution operation, which consists of multiplications (fMUL), additions (fADD) and subtractions (fSUB), is computed in parallel from both the start and the end sides of the input data stream, which is stored in the on-chip memory with known addresses. After the convolution computation, the nonlinear activation functions and the maxpooling are also computed in parallel. Because the proposed method computes in parallel from both sides of data stored in on-chip memories, the processing latency can be improved 
end if end for end for end for end for end procedure compared with the non-optimized implementations (i.e., CNN1 and BCNN1). In addition, compared with the CNN2 and BCNN2, the proposed optimization method requires less hardware resources and has lower power consumption.
The hardware resources required in the proposed CNN3 and BCNN3 hardware accelerators can be further reduced by using the Leaky-ReLU nonlinear function. This is because that the Leaky-ReLU function can be realized with the arithmetic right shift operation, which can be synthesized with logic gates in FPGAs instead of using DSP IP blocks [21] . Compared with the Leaky-ReLU function implemented with DSP IP blocks, the Leaky-ReLU realized with the arithmetic right shift operation requires less hardware resources, and hence, the computation cost and power consumptions are further improved. The use of DSP IP blocks and logic gates in the Leaky-ReLU function can also be reduced by optimizing the co-efficient for the negative results of convolution computation in the function as expressed in Eq.3 [21] . We experimentally optimized the co-efficient and it is selected as 0.25 to minimize the use of hardware resources whilst maintaining the BER performance. 
Experiments and Results
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Experimental Setup
The FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators for mm-wave RoF systems was experimentally demonstrated using the setup illustrated in Figure 5 . The 60 GHz frequency was used, and the DSB-CS scheme was adopted at the transmitter side, where a DFB laser at 1550 nm served as the light source and a dual-driven Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) driven by two complementary 30 GHz RF signals achieved the optical carrier suppression. 5 Gb/s signal to be transmitted was modulated using another MZM. The modulated optical wave was then amplified by an Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), filtered by an optical bandpass filter (BPF), transmitted via the single-mode fiber (SMF), and detected with a high-speed PIN photo-detector (PD). Due to device limitations, the wireless propagation part was not included in the experiment, and the converted electrical signal was down-converted directly by a RF mixer. To suppress the impairments in the system and to improve the BER performance, the detected signal was then processed by the CNN or BCNN based decision scheme. A high-speed digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO) was used before the CNN or BCNN decision scheme to serve as the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In the experiment, the CNN and BCNN decision schemes were implemented using both the GPU and the FPGA hardware accelerators proposed and discussed in the previous section. The FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators for mm-wave RoF systems were realized using two FPGA platforms, i.e., Xilinx VC709 and Xilinx Arty-7, and their specifications are compared in Table 1 , including the number of BRAM, DSP IP blocks, flip-flop (FF) and look-up table (LUT), which are the fundamental reconfigurable resources in the FPGA. It is clear from the table that the Xilinx VC709 FPGA has a significantly larger number of resources available, whilst the Xilinx Arty-7 is more resource-limited. We selected to use these two FPGAs here to show the capability of implementing the proposed neural network hardware accelerates for mm-wave RoF systems on both the high-end and the compact FPGA platforms, which can satisfy different application scenarios, such as in base stations and in embedded devices.
More specifically, the VC709 platform has the Virtex-7 FPGA device with 4GB external DDR3 Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM), and the Arty-7 board has the 7-series FPGA device with 256MB DDR3 SDRAM off-chip memory. As discussed in Section 2.2, the off-chip DDR3 SDRAMs were used to store the measured datasets (i.e. received signal of the mm-wave RoF system). Xilinx Vivado High Level Synthesis (HLS, version 2017.3) was used to generate the CNN and BCNN source code programmed with C and to synthesize for the hardware description languages (HDL). The Vivado Design Suite was then used to implement the CNN and BCNN decision schemes for the 60 GHz mm-wave RoF system on the two FPGA platforms. The operating clock speeds for the VC709 platform and the Arty-7 platform were 100 MHz and 83 MHz, respectively.
Results and Discussions
To demonstrate the feasibility of proposed FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators in the 60 GHz mm-wave RoF system, we firstly measured the BER performance at different fiber transmission distances. As the comparison benchmark, we also processed the received signal with the CNN and BCNN decision schemes implemented using the GPU, nVidia M5000M. The results are shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that for up to 20 km optical fiber transmission distance, BER performances within the forward-error correction (FEC) limit can be achieved in the mm-wave RoF system with the FPGA-based CNN or BCNN hardware accelerator. It is also clear that similar BER performances are achieved for all tested transmission distances when the neural networks are implemented with either the GPU or the FPGA, confirming the capability of the proposed FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators in RoF systems. All three CNN and three BCNN FPGA-based hardware accelerator architectures as shown in Figure 4 were implemented. There is no BER performance difference observed during the measurement, since all hardware architectures implemented the same CNN or BCNN structure as shown in Figure 2 . In addition, compared with the FPGA-based BCNN hardware accelerator, better BER performance can be realized using the CNN implementation for all fiber transmission distances. The worse BER performance of the BCNN hardware accelerator is mainly due to the reduced bit sizes for variables (i.e., binary values) and the additional losses during binarization.
The hardware resource requirement and the processing latency of the FPGA-based CNN hardware accelerators using the three architectures shown in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b) were also experimentally analyzed. The results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively. It can be seen that with the VC709 platform, the non-optimized CNN1 implementation requires 15 DSPs, 48 18Kb BRAMs, and 40.1K LUT logic units. To implement the CNN2 architecture with the fully-unrolled and pipelining optimization, 23.6 times more DSP IP blocks and 2.73 times more LUTs are required. The significantly larger number of hardware resources used in the CNN2 implementation enables about 6.95 times faster processing (i.e., the latency is reduced by 85.62%). On the other hand, 30 DSP IP blocks, 51 18Kb BRAMs, and 43.1K LUTs are needed to implement the CNN3 architecture with the proposed inner parallel computation optimization method. Compared with the CNN1 implementation, two times more DSP IP blocks and 10% more 18Kb BRAMs and LUTs are needed. The slightly larger number of hardware resources needed in CNN2 realizes 1.81 times faster processing (i.e., the latency is reduced by 44.93%). In addition to the implementation on the VC709 platform, which is a high-end FPGA platform, it is also highly desirable to implement the FPGA-based CNN hardware accelerators using more compact and lower-cost FPGA platforms for practical mm-wave RoF system applications. To satisfy this need, we also implemented the hardware accelerators using the compact and resource-limited Arty-7 platform. Due to the large number of hardware resources needed, CNN2 cannot be implemented on the compact FPGA platform, limiting its practical applications. On the other hand, CNN1 and CNN3 can be realized, and the results are also shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . It is clear from the results that compared to the VC709 implementations, both CNN1 and CNN3 implementations using Arty-7 require a smaller amount of hardware resources. This is mainly due to the difference between DMAs in the VC709 and Arty-7 platforms. Regarding the latency performance, using the Arty-7 platform, the CNN3 implementation with the proposed inner parallel optimization method achieves over 60.32% latency reduction against the un-optimized CNN1 implementation.
In addition to the hardware resource requirement and the processing latency, the power consumption is also an important parameter for FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators. Therefore, we also characterized the power consumption performance of the three CNN hardware accelerator architectures experimentally. The results are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that compared with the un-optimized CNN1, although the processing latency is reduced in CNN2, due to the significantly larger number of hardware resources required, the power consumption is increased by more than 28.25% when implemented using the VC709 platform. On the other hand, the CNN3 architecture with the proposed optimization method only consumes less than 3% more power compared with the CNN1 baseline architecture, whilst the latency is reduced by about 44.92%. In the Arty-7 compact platform, compared with the CNN1, the implementation of CNN3 achieves about 60.32% latency reduction, at the cost of less than 2% increase in the power consumption. Therefore, the FPGA-based CNN3 hardware accelerator with the proposed inner parallel optimization method is capable of being implemented on compact and low-cost platforms and achieving significantly reduced latency, with only slightly increased power consumption. In addition to the CNN, the FPGA-based BCNN hardware accelerators were also demonstrated using the three architectures shown in Figure 4 (c) and Figure 4(d) with the VC709 platform. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . The non-optimized BCNN1 as a comparison baseline requires 5 DSP IP blocks, 84.5 18Kb BRAM blocks, and 28.8K LUTs. Similar with the CNN case, a significantly larger number of hardware resources are required to implement the BCNN architecture with the fully unrolled and pipelining optimization (i.e., BCNN2), whilst the implementation of BCNN with the proposed inner parallel optimization method (i.e., BCNN3) only requires slightly more hardware resources. The processing latency and power consumption of the three BCNN FPGA hardware accelerators were also measured. From the results shown in Table 5 , it is clear that although better latency is achieved, the BCNN2 also consumes much higher power (51.78% higher) compared with the un-optimized BCNN1, in addition to the larger number of hardware resources required. On the other hand, the BCNN3 with the proposed optimization method reduces the latency by about 45.85% over the BCNN1, whilst the increase on power consumption is negligible (less than 1%).
Comparing the FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators, it can be seen that the CNN hardware accelerators mainly require DSP IP blocks to support floating point number computations, whilst the BCNN hardware accelerators mostly need BRAMs and LUTs for logic gates. This is consistent with the discussion in Section 2.2. Because of this hardware requirement and due to the limited number of LUTs available in the Arty-7 FPGA platform, currently implementing BCNN1 and BCNN3 in the compact Arty-7 platform is not feasible. However, it is possible to implement BCNN1 and BCNN3 using other compact FPGA platforms with more LUTs, such as the XC7A50T FPGA platform.
In addition to the difference on the hardware resource requirement, the FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators also have different power consumption and latency performances. In general, as can be seen from Table 3 and Table 5 , the CNN hardware accelerators can achieve more than 1-order-of-magnitude better latency performance with comparable power consumption. Therefore, the CNN hardware accelerators are in general better suited for mm-wave RoF system applications.
From the results and discussions presented above, it can be concluded that for both CNN and BCNN, compared with the FPGA-based hardware accelerator with architecture 1, the architectures 2 and 3 can achieve improved latency performance at the cost of increased power consumption. To further compare the capability and efficiency of architectures 2 and 3, here we define the efficiency index parameter, which is the latency improvement at the cost of unit increase in the power consumption, and it can be expressed as:
Ef f iciency Index = Latency Improvement Ratio P ower Increase Ratio
where the latency improvement ratio and the power increase ratio are defined as the corresponding improvement or increase compared with those of the architecture 1 FPGA implementation. Since mm-wave RoF systems require both low latency and low power consumption, the defined efficiency index represents a relatively fair measure on the capability and efficiency of FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators with different optimization methods. We use the architecture 1 based FPGA implementation as the comparison baseline, since it is the most straight-forward method without further optimization.
The efficiency index are calculated for both CNN and BCNN schemes, and the results are shown in Table 3 and Table 5 . It is clear that the FPGA-based hardware accelerators with the architecture 3 achieves better efficiency index compared to the architecture 2. Therefore, the proposed inner parallel optimization method is better suited than the fully unrolled and pipelining method in mm-wave RoF applications. In addition, the proposed optimization method also enables the implementation of CNN hardware accelerator in compact and low-cost FPGA platforms, and hence, it facilitates applications in RoF base stations or embedded devices. Due to the lower power consumption, the efficiency index is even higher when the proposed inner parallel optimization method is implemented using the compact and resource-limited FPGA platform.
The performance of the proposed FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators for mm-wave RoF systems was also compared with one of the popular embedded processors, ARM Cortex A9. The ARM Cortex A9 processor executes instructions and computations in the designed pipeline architecture with a reduced instruction set computer (RISC), and it has been widely used to benchmark the performance and capability of FPGA-based neural network hardware accelerators [25, 26] . The results are also shown in Table 3 and Table 5 . It is clear that for both CNN and BCNN based decision schemes, although the clock speed of Cortex A9 is much faster than the clock speeds of VC709 and Arty-7 FPGA platforms, the signal processing latency induced is significantly longer. This is due to the longer floating point number computations and the less parallel architecture in Cortex A9. Specifically, the FPGA-based CNN and BCNN hardware accelerators with the proposed optimization method (i.e., CNN3 and BCNN3) can achieve processing latency reductions of 99.45% and 92.79%, respectively, at the cost of about 43.12% and 41.34% higher power consumptions.
In addition, the latency and power consumptions of CNN and BCNN GPU implementations were also measured and they are compared in Table 3 and Table 5 . Compared with the GPU implementations, the latency of CNN FPGA hardware accelerator with the proposed optimization method is reduced by 85.49%, together with 86.91% reduction on the power consumption. For the BCNN, although the latency of the FPGA hardware accelerator with the proposed optimization method is longer compared with the GPU implementation, the power consumption is reduced significantly by 86.14%.
